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Quality of Life report

Life in the RAF - a report for the AFPRB
At its simplest, our strategy is to:
• Deliver on operations.
• Grow our front-line.
• Focus on our people.

								The RAF Strategy 2017

uIntroduction
The Royal Air Force is as busy now as it has been in a generation. With the flexibility and utility of air power
recognised both politically and strategically, the current stresses of contingent operations for many squadrons,
force elements and personnel offer little respite from the challenges of front line, operational service, or indeed
significant demands being placed on our personnel and their families.
At the forefront is the requirement to sustain (and in some areas grow) front line capabilities within a pressurised,
affordable defence budget. In order to remain resilient and retain personnel across a multi-specialised and
technical force, a competitive, perceptive and fair offer is essential for our personnel and their families. The MoD
People Programme and work by the Future Manning Team at HQ Air, amongst others, is attempting to address
many of the People issues across defence but many of these initiatives are constrained by budgetary pressures
and many are some way from being delivered. Furthermore, anecdotally and as a generalisation, we would say
that personnel (and more so their families) know little about these potentially far-reaching initiatives and this is
reflected in many of the comments we received in response to this survey.

uCapturing the evidence
We are grateful to the circa 1.5k RAF personnel and their families who responded to the survey during a window
of only 6 weeks and for the 5,000-plus comments and opinions provided - on line, during our unit visits and at
our many other forums and workshops. We have included some examples of these to provide a flavour of the
themes. We have sub-divided the body of the report into serving (68% of the replies) and non- serving (32%
of the replies) to allow easier assessment and comparison. The evidence we have captured is not statistically
derived, nor is it intended to be; AFCAS and FAMCAS do that. What our survey represents is a snapshot of how
those across the ranks and their families view their own current RAF ‘lived experience’. That said, our survey
results by and large reflect the FAMCAS/AFCAS 2016 outcomes.
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Image: An RAF Corporal (Cpl) Engineer, (Circus 4) preparing an aircraft for the next training sortie with a formal Circus see off.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

the training requirement to meet these tasks world-wide. And there is a ‘knock on effect’ of the rigours and
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Serving Personnel
uFeeling Valued and Commitment
Headlines
•

92% think that they have met their commitment to the service in the last 12 months, compared to
only 35% who believe the RAF has fulfilled its commitment to them.

•

Only 30% feel valued by the RAF

•

And 40% do not feel supported by the RAF

•

But 79% are proud to serve in the RAF

‘I enjoy being part of an organisation that has higher goals than money. It is about making a difference
to the UK and the world.’
‘For me (unlike many today) I still see the RAF as more than just a job - for me it is a way of life and I am
totally committed to it. For the service, this is a great thing, because it means the RAF gets more than
its moneys-worth out of me. At a time when we are strapped for manpower and there just isn’t enough
time in the day to complete all the work that needs to be done, I am always mug-enough to take work
home with me to complete in my own time. This is great for the service, but is dammed well killing me at
the moment. The balance between what the air force does for me and what I do for the air force seems
badly skewed at the moment.’
‘More diversions, less experienced personnel, tasks not stopping, more admin/tertiary work as opposed
to spanner time, less output, less morale, sport cancelled for troops due to workload. Trying to fill the
gaps, ensure personnel remain SQEP/competent in a multitude of competency/qualifications. Forecast
ahead for spares for equipment due maintenance in 6 months’ time. Generally frustrated and cannot
see what I am doing wrong.’
‘I have had an OOA changed 14 times in 15 months. Everything has changed from duration, RFD dates,
job role, country, courses etc. I was planning on getting married but have had to cancel twice because
of the changes for ‘service needs’. I have accepted the changes as I know this is what happens as an
Airman’
‘The RAF continues to offer me technically challenging and interesting work and working alongside
some very intelligent and motivated people.’
‘The ‘quality of life’ has significantly decreased over my service, some 25 years. This probably reflects the
change in society and successive defence cuts. The gradual eroding of the terms and conditions relating
to pay and pension across the public sector, coupled with the requirement for 2 salaries to support a
mortgage have clearly had an impact on family flexibility hence “service life”. There is little, if anything,
the Armed Forces can do to improve this situation.’
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Serving Personnel

‘In the last 12 months with a move on promotion I have seen my SFA charges increased, childcare (costs)
double and workload increased due to manning gaps in trade. To be a well-rounded agile airman I
need to experience different elements of my trade, which often require postings. Totally appreciate this
and indeed encourage it, however I am now disadvantaged financially due to my current location by
childcare and the cost of living’
‘I love serving in the RAF and will always work hard to meet the expectations it sets out, but there is a
limit to how long people will sustain the tempo we are currently managing.’

50%

30%
20%

Yes

No

I’m not sure

‘Same amount of work with less people. Also, operations are just as busy if not busier than they were
during the time of Afghanistan.’
‘ I have 3 primary roles… I could easily work 15 hours a day and still not complete my tasks/duties’
‘More work and tasks as manning and budgets are reduced, meaning that personnel are having to work
harder. It is only because of the ‘can do’ attitude that the whole thing has not ground to a halt.’
‘The steady decline over recent years in Service Manpower and more contractorisation has engulfed us
in so much red tape that even basic steps taken previously appear now to be a hurdle. Added to this, the
earning potential outside makes the offer less attractive.’
‘I am trying to do more with less, task to resource or resource to task. Currently covering several long
term gapped posts and I’m doing the work of four people!’

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Image: Hercules C130J aircraft from 47 Sqn RAF Brize Norton about to deploy to RAF St Athan, South Wales as part of Exercise Valley Commando.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

Do you feel valued by the RAF?
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Serving Personnel
The overriding theme amongst the serving respondents, and by far the most number of comments received,
concerned the current perceived lack of ‘useable manpower’. Of particular concern to line managers was the
number and availability of suitably qualified and experienced personnel (SQEP) – this was particularly noticeable
amongst the technical/STEM - aligned trades. ‘Hard Gapping’ of posts was prevalent and the added ‘Soft Gaps’
of personnel on recovery, training courses, unestablished commitments, other service distractions and the
emotive issue of being medically downgraded, meant that for many the effective strength of sections and
flights was well below the establishment. Many respondents reported they were working harder and longer
than even just 12 months ago. Many highlighted the conundrum for the chain of command that, as personnel
worked harder and harder, the more people were being ‘broken’.
Of the serving respondents, 92% felt that they had met their commitment to the RAF in the last year but only
35% believed the RAF had fulfilled its commitment to them. With the Service being so operationally focussed
there was also frustration with the amount of perceived ‘red tape’ and bureaucracy when stepping away from
front line operations. Contractorisation of outputs also came in for criticism – with many saying that the RAF
was being let down by some contractors and badly written contracts.
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Serving Personnel

uLife in the RAF
Headlines
•

Secure employment is by far the biggest retention factor - 29%

•

68% would recommend the ‘RAF Way of Life’

•

64% are enjoying life in the RAF

•

Lack of recognition, pay and poor career prospects were the 3 least enjoyable aspects of RAF Life

•

43% routinely work more than 50 hrs per week

•

49% thought they were working harder than a year ago

•

29% said raising pay would be the one thing that would improve their life in the RAF.

What do you enjoy MOST about RAF life?
29%

15%
12%

10%

3%

3%

8%

5%
2%

3%

3%

Serving in Possibly
Secure
My pay Being part Training Sport and Community Access to The
I don’t
different serving employment and/or of a team
and Adventurous spirit and affordable Service enjoy
parts of overseas
pension of like- Education training
social life accom- ‘Offer’ RAF life
the UK
minded,
opportunities
modation as a
motivated
whole
people

Other

‘Work/life balance is one of the many erosions on Service life over the past few years. Whilst I accept
Service life means that I may need to undertake duties away from home, the constant feeling of being
on-call is exhausting.’
‘Having the experience of Civilian work under my belt, and knowing the difference between that and the
RAF, makes me think the RAF life is excellent. There is a sense of community here at my unit I have never
felt within any part of my working life. My bosses genuinely care about my home and work life balance.
The extras I receive, dental, prescription, gym, disturbance allowance etc. would mean I would have to
have an extremely well paid job outside the Service. It is a more secure job in an increasingly automated
and unstable employment market. It isn’t perfect, and at times it can be hard but I feel the Pros will
always outweigh the Cons.’

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Image: Two RAF A400M Atlas at RAF Brize Norton.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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Serving Personnel

‘I love the RAF but we need to recognise keeping up with external companies wrt pay and benefits.
People are uncertain of what future offer will look like with the length of time new policies take to come
into effect (FAM/childcare etc). Housing is still a huge issue for people, CAAS has just seen us pay more
but receive a worse service (and why do All SFAs have to be the worst colour carpets and curtains!!).
There are some great initiatives ahead and we have a SLT who are now showing they care by trying to
implement these policies and recognise our people more, but people on the shop floor just don’t see or
trust this.’

What do you enjoy LEAST about life in the RAF?
15%
14%

13%

9%

12%

10%
8%

7%

5%

4%

3%

Assignments Poor
Inflexible
Lack of
Not
The
The
are not long career
working recognition enough quality quality of
enough prospects arrangements of the
time
of your the infrain my
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Branch/
put in to
the
modation on base
Trade
the job
family

The pay
and
pension

Lack of
Lack of
trust
trust in
in your your senior
managers leadership

Other

Unsurprisingly, public sector pay restraint continues to cause resentment and frustration amongst many of our
personnel. Often, they perceive themselves to be the ‘forgotten and voiceless’ without anyone to fight their
corner.
Once again, we have been struck by the numbers telling us that they are thinking about leaving the Service
because the cumulative impact of fiscal factors and the perceived degradation of the current offer. Our personnel
point to the fact that many competitive employers now offer ‘packages’ similar to the MoD (healthcare, housing
supplements, training & education, pension etc) and yet again it is concerning to read the number of comments
(particularly STEM personnel) from those who, whilst perhaps not about to leave immediately, nevertheless
state that they have no intention of serving beyond their present engagement.
Of note, 51% of our respondents said they were unable to take their leave entitlement - 51% of personnel
stating they could not due to operational reasons. Most disappointingly, in some cases this included both Post
and Pre-Deployment leave. However, we acknowledge that AFCAS 2016 put the number at rather less – 20%.
Career management also figured highly amongst the comments received. Many personnel wanted a far more
‘personal and individual’ approach to their own career management and the rules and procedures are seen by
many as archaic and unable to support a modern lifestyle and today’s family dynamics. As mentioned above,
this probably reflects the lack of knowledge about many of the initiatives within the MoD People Programme.
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Serving Personnel

uDual Serving Families
As with some of our previous surveys, the number of comments we received from dual-serving families about
the particular challenges and stresses they face was noteworthy. There were mixed opinions and experiences
about how much support (or not) the Service provides but managing deployments and, to a lesser degree,
family life when not serving on the same base featured in many of the comments we received. We know that RAF
manning does everything it can to support our dual-serving families and that every circumstance is impossible
to cater for but, as a group, they do have a view that sometimes it consists of every possible assistance short
of actual help. Local line management can have a huge role to play but, coupled to the resource versus task
pressures many are struggling to cope with, some dual-servers feel disenfranchised.

‘I have been very lucky to have supportive line management, who have helped me get the tours I
wanted/needed and have ensured my next tour (on return from maternity) assists both my career and
my domestic situation (my husband is also serving) we have two children under the age of 3.’
‘‘I feel extremely unsupported by the RAF to complete my job. I am posted 3 hours away from my
husband and children and constantly struggle to maintain a work life balance. I struggle with fatigue
which effects everyday home and work life.’
‘Outdated policies continue to cause issues for serving personnel, especially when it comes to family life.
Modern living and expectations do not meet what the RAF has to offer, e.g. policies do not allow me to
live with my wife (serving) as neither of us can get stationed together. This is mostly due to outdated
Image: A Royal Air Force Sentinel aircraft prepares for take-off at an air base in the Middle East.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

policies, incorrect priorities, and a ‘that’s how it is’ attitude.’
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Serving Personnel

uOverseas service
•

65% of respondents are interested in an overseas assignment

Whilst 2/3 rds of respondents remained open to an overseas posting there was significant negative comment
from those who had already served overseas. Spousal employment (and therefore in the main the loss of joint
income) was seen as a major factor against volunteering. Also, house ownership (promoted by FHTB and other
schemes) was proffered as a significant decider in favouring family stability and not wishing to ‘rent out’ the
family home.

How do you feel about an overseas assignment?
34%

31%

29%

3%

I am very
interested and
don’t mind
where I go

I am quite
interested but it
depends on the
location

I am not
interested

I am currently
assigned
overseas

3%

I don’t know

Finally, allowances and a sense of a general lack of support available during an overseas tour (and, in particular
when relocating back to the UK) were also viewed as negative factors.
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Non Serving Family Responses
Headlines
•

43% believe the RAF offers appropriate support, falling to 34 % for support during deployments

•

Given the choice of one thing, 23% of non-serving respondents said that the RAF should improve
the accommodation (compared to 5% of those serving)

•

As with serving personnel, secure employment was cited by 35% as the biggest benefit of service life

‘At last the RAF is starting to recognise that its HR model of the ‘male breadwinner’ supported by a ‘little
wife’ and a mobile family is broken.’
‘I absolutely love RAF life sometimes and sometimes I hate it; there isn’t an in between. When something
goes right, it really is great and the friends to be made and exploring opportunities are awesome. I love
that my husband can get training for different jobs on different places so it’s not often boring. When it
goes wrong, it’s never by a little bit, it’s always huge!’
‘I love my partner and what the RAF can offer him in terms of a steady income and secure job and
the additional learning / skills he can take up. From a spouses point of view I feel that we (the family/
partners) come second. I do not feel that partner’s careers are valued - the wives would be the ones
expected to take time off if children were sick, and be the ones who change jobs constantly…’

uSupport and Commitment
In general, do you think that the RAF offers
appropriate support to families?
I’m not sure

21%

Yes

43%
No
Image: ©MOD Crown Copyright 2017

36%
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Non Serving Family Responses

‘I think it depends on where you are posted to. We’ve been places where there is a lot of support for
families, and others where it feels like “out of sight, out of mind”. Where we are at the moment is on the
side of supporting the families.’
‘I have been married to serving aircrew for 19 years yet I have no idea what support is available. I feel
that the RAF has gone out of its way over those years to alienate serving families and make life more
and more difficult and uncertain by failing to support the military covenant and putting paperwork and
rank ahead of people’s lives.’
‘I have always loved Air Force Life but the last 8 years have been very difficult’

Given the choice, would you prefer your serving spouse/partner to
stay in or leave the RAF?
Leave before their engagement period is up

14%

Stay for their current engagement but not beyond

48%

Stay for their engagement period and hopefully sign on for longer

38%

If there was ONE thing the RAF could do to improve your
quality of life, what would it be?
23%

14%
12%

11%
4%

Offer
greater
stability

More
help with
childcare

More help More pay
to buy our
own home

11%

10%

6%

More help
to find me
a job

Less time
Improve
More
away from flexibility
the
the family in working
service
for the arrangements provided
serving
accommofor the
person
dation
serving
person

9%

Other

‘The RAF way of life is generally good. I love the fact we live in a safe environment, especially having
children. I love having friends close by because family isn’t. I love that there are opportunities to go
across the UK and overseas, but deployment is hard for childcare, for work, I get stressed doing it all as a
single parent… Child care is such a massive issue for me and I really struggle when my husband is away.
The rest of RAF life is brilliant.’
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Non Serving Family Responses

Would you recommend the ‘RAF way of life’ to others?
32%

23%

19%

14%

12%

Definitely
Yes

Probably
Yes

Not sure

Probably
not

Definitely
not

Accommodation remains by far the number one issue reported to the RAF Families Federation. Despite recent
statistics that report an ‘improving picture’ and less complaints being received by CarillionAmey from occupants,
the ‘lived experience’ of many SFA and SLA occupants remains poor. Naturally this continues to cause family
stress, tension and frustration that, for some families, is ultimately a major influence in their decision not to
continue in the RAF. To compound the situation, the revised Combined Accommodation Assessment Scheme
(CAAS) still has significant glitches. Many of the issues apply equally to single personnel in SLA, where quality
still remains patchy and the divisive lottery between the ‘have’s and have not’s’ of grade 1 and grade 4
accommodation allocated on the same unit, remains common.

completely adrift of modern society with respect to current family dynamics. Our unmarried people in longterm relationships and single parents in particular felt that the current ‘offer’ did not recognise or indeed support
them and their own significant commitment when compared to married couples. Whether that was support via
housing entitlement or service family allowances or indeed any comparative recognition and communication.
As we have said elsewhere in this report, this reflects the prevalent lack of awareness and understanding about
what the MoD and RAF is doing to address some of these issues, as much as it reflects dissatisfaction with
elements of the current offer.
On the specific issue of support, there was significant concern expressed about the lack of communication with
dispersed families and indeed ‘new families’ on SFA patches. ‘Who to ask?’ and ‘How to ask?’ seemed to be at the
nub of most concerns, particularly during deployments. Confusion existed also as to who on a station did what
i.e. SCSO, SSAFA, HIVE, CDO, OC PMS etc – acronyms that meant very little to many non-serving family members.

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Image: An RAF Chinook Helicopter with an underslung load over London.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

Another common theme throughout the evidence was the criticism that the Service and MOD appeared
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Non Serving Family Responses

uNon-Serving Life in the RAF
Headlines
•

Secure employment is again by far the biggest retention factor at 35%

•

40% stated issues surrounding their own employment opportunities as the hardest aspect of RAF
Life

•

45% believe they do not have a good work/life family balance

•

62% thought their partner should leave now or at the next engagement point

•

25% said the short notice nature of deployments and assignments have the greatest impact on the
family

•

37% would not recommend the RAF Way of Life (up 6% on Serving)

•

52% stated it was difficult or very difficult for the serving person to take leave to meet family plans

•

62% are enjoying life in the RAF

‘RAF life has been more disorganised than I could ever have imagined… Communication is next
to non-existent, everything seems to change at the drop of a hat and don’t even get me started on
CarillionAmey. I don’t expect or want a life of luxury by any means, but it would be nice to know where
we stand, what is going on, and have our boiler fixed when it’s broken! I think many more people would
be interested in service life if they had more of a choice about where they were stationed. People expect
to be deployed and I think we’re mostly OK with that, but moving your entire life every few years is
painful and frankly unnecessary.’
‘I love the military life, I was an army child and now a RAF wife. I think living together builds a better
understanding of family situations which you wouldn’t get with people who aren’t serving families.
Without married quarters I don’t think my husband would stay in.’
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Non Serving Family Responses
As the NON-SERVING family member, what do you
ENJOY MOST about RAF life?
35%

14%

12%
8%

7%
5%

Living in
different
parts of
the UK

The
chance
to live
overseas

Secure
employment
for my
partner

His/her
pay and/or
pension

5%

4%

Living on
the ‘patch’

2%
Community Access to
spirit
affordable
friendship
housing
and social
life

The
provision
of CEA

I don’t
enjoy RAF
life

Other

‘We are unmarried, but have been together for 9 years, have a child and we are treated as though we
don’t exist. We cannot live in quarters, have a dependants pass, use the Families Club, use the gym, and
attend events like Families Day or fireworks on camp. I have no welcome calls, no newsletters.’
‘The RAF seem to have an inability to plan anything in advance. Either this or information is not passed
on quickly enough to the people it affects. No date is ever set in stone, it’s a complete joke and very
frustrating for families. Especially those with children who are trying to manage expectations of when
they’ll see daddy, or arranging holidays, settling into new schools etc.’

By some margin the challenging and unique issues surrounding mobility dominated the comments received.
Unsurprisingly, for many moving home every 2-5 years and the requisite need for schools and childcare,
employment, healthcare and community support networks came with major challenges and affected all
members of the ‘mobile RAF family’. Access to appropriate childcare and a ‘level playing field’ for the allocation
of school places were often cited as the most important issues but for many were the most difficult to achieve.
Employment was also raised by many spouse/partners as being extremely difficult to pursue, maintain or
develop and many felt they were unable to follow their own career ambitions whilst supporting the service
lifestyle and demands.

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Image: An RAF Voyager tanker aircraft taking off from Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada during Exercise Red Flag.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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Non Serving Family Responses
As a spouse/partner, what’s the
hardest aspect of life with the RAF?

19%

11%

12%
10%

10%

6%

2%

Managing
Finding
Wanting
your own employment to work
career that matches and not
your skills and being
aspirations
able to

Constantly
having to
move about
following
your
spouse/
partner

11%

9%

Living
Finding
Not
away from the right having
each other childcare enough
during
money
the week
for family
stability

6%
2%

The
Having
The
your own children’s quality
house but education of your
service
not being
accomable to
modation
live in it
for Service
reasons

Other

Again, there was palpable annoyance that the MoD appeared unable or resistant to move with the times and
that flexibility and inclusiveness were key to retain the best people within the RAF. Many also commented on
what they felt is a lack of communication between the RAF and themselves. For those in SFA there was a degree
of nervousness surrounding FAM and what was seen by families as another dilution and cost saving measure at
their expense, without due recognition of the real challenges of ‘mobility’. Again, this perhaps indicates that the
messages about new initiatives within the MoD People Programme are not reaching all families in a timely way.

uOverseas service
•

65% are interested in an overseas assignment

•

With 34% recommending a 3-5 year tour length

The results were very similar to those of serving personnel, with 2/3 rds of respondents remaining open to the
idea of an overseas posting. However, there was again significant negative comment from those who had already
served overseas. The lack of spouse/partner employment opportunities in many overseas locations, house
ownership and not wishing to ‘rent out’ the family home while serving overseas and the loss of joint income not
being matched by allowances etc were common ‘deciders’ against an overseas posting. The opportunity for a
new experience and more family time together were mentioned regularly as the main reasons for volunteering.
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uSummary
Many of the issues personnel and their families have raised will come as no surprise and it is clear that, for many
respondents, the cumulative impact of current operations across the world is having a fatiguing effect on our
people and their families. The issues raised by them are self-evident and align with many of the outcomes from
AFCAS/FAMCAS, and from other work such as the AMP Briefing Team reports.
•

Pay and the continued cap.

•

Tasking versus the resources available.

•

Quality of accommodation and what FAM will bring.

•

Partner employment.

•

Childcare availability and the variable costs.

•

Feeling valued and supported.

What is perhaps of note is the number of comments we received that demonstrate either a lack of awareness, or
an unwillingness to acknowledge, the work underway in both the MoD and the RAF on the People Programme
– FAM, FES, Families Strategy, Partner Employment and childcare policy, for example. This despite the many
briefings and updates routinely provided by ‘the system’ to serving personnel and families.

uOur Role
The role of the RAF Families Federation is to provide an independent voice for all RAF Service personnel –
Regular and Reserve, married, single or in a partnership - and their families. Our evidence is presented to RAF
and MoD staffs, as well as ministers across government, in order to provide a snapshot of current issues and to
help inform the delivery of future policies.
The Federation also provides a signposting service for those who need advice and guidance with a problem
or query and we work closely with RAF HQ Air Community Support Staff, the MoD, organisations such as the
RAF Association, RAF Benevolent Fund, SSAFA, Other Government Departments, NHS, private companies and,
especially, with local authorities in support of the AF Covenant.
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Image: An RAF Typhoon aircraft being made ready for take off at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada during Exercise Red Flag.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

The RAF Families Federation . 13-15 St Georges Road . Wittering . Peterborough . PE8 6DL
01780 781650
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